B lood pressure monitoring is essential in managing hemodynamically unstable ICU patients. Invasive measurement from an arterial line (invasive arterial blood pressure [IAP]) is generally considered to be the gold standard (1, 2) , despite recognition that errors may be introduced by over-or underdamping, calibration errors, and movement artifacts (1, 3, 4) . Automated noninvasive blood pressure systems (NIBP) using oscillometric techniques (5, 6) have advantages over invasive arterial lines as they avoid bleeding and infection risk, and can be used outside the ICU. Both theoretical (7) and existing clinical studies (5, (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) have suggested that NIBP measurements may differ from intra-arterial estimates. Clinical data comparing the two techniques in the ICU are sparse, however, particularly at the extremes of blood pressure when the absolute value of blood pressure is most critical. Although both invasive and noninvasive methods report systolic, mean, and diastolic pressures, consensus statements regarding Objective: Minimal clinical research has investigated the significance of different blood pressure monitoring techniques in the ICU and whether systolic vs. mean blood pressures should be targeted in therapeutic protocols and in defining clinical study cohorts. The objectives of this study are to compare real-world invasive arterial blood pressure with noninvasive blood pressure, and to determine if differences between the two techniques have clinical implications. Design: We conducted a retrospective study comparing invasive arterial blood pressure and noninvasive blood pressure measurements using a large ICU database. We performed pairwise comparison between concurrent measures of invasive arterial blood pressure and noninvasive blood pressure. We studied the association of systolic and mean invasive arterial blood pressure and noninvasive blood pressure with acute kidney injury, and with ICU mortality. Setting: Adult intensive care units at a tertiary care hospital.
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Clinical Investigations
Methods of Blood Pressure Measurement in the ICU* Li-wei H. Lehman, PhD 1,2 ; Mohammed Saeed, MD, PhD 1,2,3 ; Daniel Talmor, MD 4 ; Roger Mark, MD, PhD 1,2 ; Atul Malhotra, MD 5 patient management and ICU acuity scores have often recommended systolic rather than mean pressures as targets, and the modality-dependence (invasive vs. noninvasive) of pressure measurement has not been appreciated (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) .
We used a large ICU database to test several hypotheses. First, we hypothesized that the mean arterial pressure (MAP) corresponds well between invasive and noninvasive techniques but that the systolic pressure readings are discordant. Second, we hypothesized that the discrepancy between invasive and noninvasive systolic blood pressure measurement is clinically significant, and use of noninvasive systolic readings may fail to recognize end-organ hypoperfusion, for example, acute kidney injury (AKI). Finally, we hypothesized that ICU mortality associated with particular hypotensive thresholds may be significantly different using the invasive vs. noninvasive measurement techniques.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Multiparameter Intelligent Monitoring for Intensive Care-II Database
Adult patients were selected from the publicly available Multiparameter Intelligent Monitoring for Intensive Care (MIMIC)-II Database (20, 21) . The database, collected between 2001 and 2007, includes clinical (laboratory values, IV medications, etc.) and physiological data (heart rate, blood pressure, oxygen saturation, etc.) from bedside monitors (Component Monitoring System Intellivue MP-70; Philips Healthcare, Andover, MA) in seven ICUs of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston. Vital signs derived from the monitors were validated and recorded by ICU nurses approximately every hour. In addition, the MIMIC II waveform database (version 2) includes approximately 4000 sets of high-resolution physiological waveforms with associated minute-by-minute vital sign trends.
Pairwise Analysis of Agreement Between IAP and NIBP
We performed pairwise comparison between concurrent measures of IAP and NIBP using once-per-minute blood pressure trends. NIBP measurements were recorded from either Philips M1008A or M3000A NIBP modules (Philips Healthcare). These oscillometric devices determine MAP based on peak cuff pressure oscillations and derive systolic and diastolic values using proprietary algorithms. IAP measurements (typically measured at the radial artery) were used in pairwise comparison to NIBP measurements with concurrent time stamps. Nonphysiologic outliers and damped waveforms were filtered out (see supplementary Appendix, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CCM/A595). Trend records with fewer than two concurrently measured IAP/NIBP sample pairs were excluded.
Pairwise comparison was performed using a regressionbased Bland-Altman technique (22) , which models the mean and SD of the blood pressure differences as a function of the averaged measurements. A total of 27,022 concurrently measured IAP/NIBP sample pairs from 852 patient trend records were included in the Bland-Altman analysis. Regression coefficients were derived from a bootstrap procedure (23) involving 10,000 resamples. Each bootstrap sample was constructed by randomly selecting one IAP/NIBP sample pair from each of 852 randomly selected (with replacement) patient trend records. Thus, each bootstrap sample consisted of 852 randomly drawn IAP/NIBP sample pairs, one from each of the randomly selected patient trend records. Statistical significance of regression coefficients was determined based on 95% confidence intervals.
To investigate whether our results were dependent on use of vasopressors, a separate Bland-Altman analysis was conducted. IAP/NIBP measurement pairs obtained during pressor treatment formed the pressor group, with the remaining measurements forming the no-pressor group. The differences between NIBP and IAP were analyzed for the two groups, respectively, using the same regression-based Bland-Altman technique described above.
Clinical Studies
The second analysis sought to determine if differences between IAP and NIBP led to clinically significant discrepancies in estimating risks in an ICU setting. We compared the association of hypotensive levels of systolic and mean IAP and NIBP with AKI and ICU mortality. Patients were selected from among the 19,742 patients with clinical records in MIMIC II (see text below and supplemental Appendices C and D, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/ CCM/A595). Hourly nurse-verified invasive and NIBP samples with concurrent time-stamps were analyzed. For patients with multiple ICU stays, the first ICU stay that met the specified criterion was used.
Association Between Blood Pressure and AKI. We examined patients with at least 2 serum creatinine values within 48 hrs during their ICU stays. We excluded patients with an admission creatinine >5 mg/dL, evidence of prior renal replacement therapy, the International Classification of Diseases-9 code for end-stage renal disease (585.6), or a diagnosis of ESRD in discharge summaries. Based on existing literature (24, 25) , AKI was defined as an increase in creatinine of ≥50% within 48 hrs, with resulting creatinine ≥1.2 mg/dL. The onset of AKI was defined as the time when the rise in creatinine criterion was first met. The control group included patients who did not develop AKI during their ICU stays.
For each ICU stay, we identified the minimum blood pressure from among the available concurrently time-stamped IAP and NIBP measurements during a target window of 48 hrs immediately preceding AKI onset, and compared the performance of IAP and NIBP measurements in assessing patients' risks for developing AKI. For the controls, the target window was the 48-hr period prior to the end of the third day after ICU admission. This window was chosen so that its end time corresponded with the average AKI onset time (2.99 days after ICU admission). Patients with fewer than six concurrently time-stamped IAP and NIBP measurements in the target window were excluded. Association Between Blood Pressure and ICU Mortality. The minimum blood pressure from among the available concurrently time-stamped IAP/NIBP sample pairs during an entire ICU stay was extracted. We included patients who had at least six nurse-verified, concurrently time-stamped IAP/NIBP sample pairs during their ICU stays regardless of pressor treatment or resuscitation status.
Statistical Analyses. Continuous variables were expressed as mean with SD or median with interquartile range where applicable. Categorical variables were described as proportions and compared with the chi-square test; 95% confidence interval for proportions was calculated based on binomial distributions. Univariate logistic regression was performed to investigate the correlations between blood pressure and AKI onset. Two-sided p values of <.05 were considered statistically significant. All data analyses were performed using MATLAB 7.10 (The MathWorks; Natick, MA) and supporting statistical toolboxes. Figure 1A and B plots the biases and 95% limits of agreement from the regression-based Bland-Altman analysis using a total of 27,022 concurrently measured systolic and MAP IAP/NIBP sample pairs from 852 patient trend records (see supplemental Appendix Fig. 1 for diastolic measurements, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CCM/ A595). Results from Figure 1A indicate that NIBP was higher than systolic IAP at pressures <95 mm Hg, and was lower than systolic IAP at pressures ≥95 mm Hg. Hypotensive patients with systolic blood pressure of 60 mm Hg showed a marked discrepancy between the two techniques with an average offset of 10.05 mm Hg and 95% limits of agreement ranging from −15.32 to +35.42 mm Hg. The biases (with the 95% limits of agreement in parentheses) between noninvasive and invasive systolic blood pressure measurements in the hypotensive range from 70 to 90 mm Hg were 7.04 (−19.37, 33.46), 4.03 (−23.43, 31.49), and 1.02 (−27.48, 29.53) mm Hg, respectively, in each of the 10-mm Hg intervals.
RESULTS
IAP/NIBP Pairwise Analysis of Agreement
Noninvasive MAP conformed reasonably well to its invasive counterpart in the hypotensive range (Fig. 1B) . The biases and the 95% limits of agreement (in parentheses) between invasive and noninvasive MAP in the hypotensive range were 3.90 
Blood Pressure and AKI Prevalence
Analysis was performed on 1,633 patients (300 in the AKI cohort and 1,333 controls) who had at least six concurrently time-stamped IAP and NIBP measurements in the target window ( Table 1) . Univariate logistic regression analysis indicated that low values in all four types of blood pressure measurements (systolic and mean IAP and NIBP) were significant risk factors for AKI (p < .001). All four types of blood pressure measurements (systolic and mean IAP and NIBP) had similar prognostic performance in assessing patients' risk in developing AKI with area under curves between 0.65 and 0.69 (see supplemental Appendix F for sensitivity/specificity analysis, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/CCM/A595). However, the prevalence of AKI as a function of blood pressure depended significantly on the method of measurement. The Figure 1 . A, Bias and 95% limits of agreement between concurrently measured systolic invasive arterial blood pressure/noninvasive blood pressure (IAP/NIBP). The differences between noninvasive and invasive systolic measurements tended to be positive when the blood pressures were low (<95 mm Hg), and negative when blood pressures were high (≥95 mm Hg). B, Bias and 95% limits of agreement between concurrently measured invasive and noninvasive mean arterial pressure (MAP).
prevalence of AKI associated with systolic NIBP diverged from that of systolic IAP for pressures <100 mm Hg, and the divergence widened at lower blood pressure values ( Fig. 2A) . In the hypotensive range, AKI prevalence at a particular systolic NIBP threshold was significantly greater than when measured invasively. Specifically, when systolic NIBP values were 70 mm Hg or less, 51.3% (39/76 patients) developed AKI, whereas when pressures were measured using the IAP technique only 34.3% (82/239 patients) developed AKI (AKI prevalence significantly different, p = 0.008). In contrast, AKI prevalence based on MAP (Fig. 2B) was not significantly different between the invasive vs. the non invasive techniques (e.g., p = 0.28 when MAP ≤60 mm Hg). These results are consistent with our findings in the pairwise analysis.
Furthermore, when the traditional threshold for hypotension (≤90 mm Hg) was used, systolic NIBP had a significantly lower sensitivity (NIBP 0.60, IAP 0.71, p = 0.004) than systolic IAP in assessing patients' risk of developing AKI (supplemental Appen dix F, Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/ CCM/A595). In contrast, noninvasive and invasive MAP had simi lar sensitivities in assessing patients' risk of developing AKI with thresholds of 60 mm Hg (NIBP 0.69, IAP 0.63, p = 0.10) and 65 mm Hg (NIBP 0.82, IAP 0.76, p = 0.07).
ICU Mortality as a Function of Minimum IAP/NIBP
The association between ICU mortality and blood pressure was assessed in 4,957 patients (873 expired). ICU mortality associated with systolic NIBP diverged from that of systolic IAP in hypotensive patients (≤90 mm Hg, p = 0.04), with increasing discrepancy between the two techniques as the blood pressure threshold decreased (Fig. 3A) . For example, ICU mortality associated with minimum systolic blood pressure ≤70 mm Hg was 33.7% (383/1138 patients expired) for the invasive measurements and 43.4% (215/495 expired) for the noninvasive measurements (p < 0.001). Systolic NIBP had a significantly lower sensitivity than systolic IAP in assessing patients' risk of ICU mortality with thresholds of 90 mm Hg (NIBP 0.74, IAP 0.81, p = 0.001), 80 mm Hg (NIBP 0.52, IAP 0.65, p < 0.001), and 70 mm Hg (NIBP 0.25, IAP 0.44, p < 0.001). There were no significant differences (p = 0.76) between hypotensive (≤60 mm Hg) invasive and noninvasive MAP readings in terms of their association with ICU mortality (Fig. 3B ).
DISCUSSION
Our results are clinically important as we have analyzed invasive and NIBP trends in a large and diverse ICU database including patients with significant hemodynamic instability and organ failure. First, we observed that systematic deviations are present between systolic blood pressure values derived from noninvasive devices and invasive arterial line measurements. Furthermore, our results suggest that the bias between systolic NIBP and IAP is highly dependent upon the underlying actual blood pressure. Most strikingly, NIBP tends to be higher than systolic IAP at low blood pressures and to be lower than systolic IAP at high blood pressures. Second, our analysis confirms that the discrepancies between invasive and noninvasive systolic blood pressure readings are clinically significant. Systolic IAP and NIBP gave inconsistent assessment of patients' risks of AKI and ICU mortality. Specifically, hypotensive systolic NIBP values (≤70 mm Hg) were associated with significantly higher AKI prevalence (p = 0.008) and higher ICU mortality (p < 0.001) in comparison to invasive systolic blood pressure with the same absolute values. Noninvasive systolic blood pressures were not as sensitive as intra-arterial measurements in assessing patients' risk of developing AKI (p = 0.004) when traditional hypotension thresholds (≤90 mm Hg) were used; a higher threshold should be considered for systolic NIBP to avoid failure in recognizing hypoperfusion. These findings suggest that clinical interpretation of hypotensive systolic blood pressure readings should be made cautiously in a device-dependent manner.
In contrast, MAPs are similar when assessed by oscillometry and invasive techniques over a range of pressures, including commonly accepted upper bound thresholds for hypotension (MAP between 60 and 65 mm Hg). Clinically, the risks of AKI (p = 0.28) and ICU mortality (p = 0.76) associated with hypotensive MAP readings (≤60 mm Hg) are not dependent on measurement technique.
The mean pressure is the true driving pressure for peripheral blood flow (1, 26) , and taken together with measures of cardiac output permits estimation of peripheral resistance. However, ever since the advent of manual blood pressure assessment, clinicians have traditionally relied upon the noninvasive auscultatory method to measure systolic and diastolic blood pressure. In contrast, MAP constitutes the sole parameter physically measured by oscillometric techniques. Current practice guidelines have been slow to integrate NIBP MAP in vital sign monitoring. For example, the American Heart Association definition of hypertension is based on systolic and diastolic blood pressure only (27) . The Society for Critical Care Medicine has utilized both systolic and mean arterial blood pressure for defining sepsis-induced hypotension, whereas MAP was used in setting therapeutic goals (13) . Different measurement techniques were not considered. Our results confirm that mean blood pressure is the most consistent metric for monitoring blood pressure in the ICU, and is independent of measurement modality. Patients with particular underlying pathologies might also require tracking of systolic, diastolic, or pulse pressures (e.g., arterial aneurysm, coronary disease, valvular insufficiency, etc.).
Our study has a number of strengths including a large patient population (much larger than any prior ICU study of blood pressure), and our focus on clinically relevant outcomes. However, we acknowledge several weaknesses. First, the MIMIC II database relies on clinical nurse verification of data, which has variable accuracy considering the competing priorities in a busy ICU. However, we supplemented nurse verification by algorithmic rejection of data outliers. Furthermore, our findings are clinically relevant as they represent "real-world" nonideal conditions in which pressure measurements are performed at a major academic hospital, and the blood pressure trends we utilized would be typical of the data utilized in advanced monitoring systems for clinical decision support. Second, our data are relevant to the equipment being used during the time of study enrollment. Thus, equipment made by other companies or different algorithms from the same companies may perform better or worse than our current findings. Thus, our findings are limited to the population and equipment studied. However, prior studies using rigorous mathematical models (7) to characterize the oscillometric technique, along with animal and human studies (5, (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) , have suggested similar limitations in the utility of the oscillometric method to measure systolic blood pressure. Our findings are also consistent with a prior study that demonstrated the utility of NIBP MAP in tracking hypotension in patients (28) .
Third, our analyses regarding blood pressure and incident AKI were limited by not accounting for nephrotoxic drugs, contrast agents, and concomitant diseases (e.g., sepsis) that have been causally linked to AKI. Because hypotension may influence the AKI risk by these other mechanisms (29), we do not feel it is appropriate to exclude (or control for) other etiologies of renal failure. Furthermore, if other etiologies of renal failure were contributing nonspecific variability to our results, one would expect such "random noise" to bias toward the null hypothesis because neither measurement technique would have predictive value if blood pressure was irrelevant.
Fourth, the mortality statistics in this study are not representative of overall ICU mortality, but reflect the outcomes of patients with invasive IAP monitoring, which selects for a hemodynamically unstable cohort with high expected mortality. Fifth, our study focused on the clinical effect of discrepancies between IAP and NIBP in low blood pressure ranges. The discrepancies between the two devices at high blood pressure ranges might possibly become clinically important under conditions different from those considered in this study. Finally, clinicians should be cautioned against applying the observed statistical bias between IAP and NIBP to individuals due to the wide 95% limits of agreement between the two devices.
Despite these limitations, we believe our findings are robust and have important clinical implications for the care of critically ill patients. In particular, our study suggests that MAPbased thresholds are more consistent across measurement modalities than systolic blood pressures, and are the preferred basis for therapeutic protocols and clinical trial designs.
CONCLUSIONS
Clinically significant discrepancies were observed between invasive and noninvasive oscillometric methods in measuring systolic blood pressure during hypotension. Mean blood pressure from both techniques can be interpreted in a consistent manner in assessing patients' prognosis.
Our results suggest that mean rather than systolic blood pressure is the preferred metric in an ICU, and should be used for diagnostic and treatment decisions, although we support further research in this area.
